S1-Response time of sensor films of nanometer thickness

S-
shows the response of the thin sensing film towards changes in oxygenation in the gas phase. 
S3-Oxygen sensor with broad-band excitation in the visible range
Most popular light sources in fluorescence microscopy are mercury-vapour or xenon-arc lamps providing a broad band of excitation. However, commonly only a small band of wavelengths of the lamp spectra is used in practice. We combined several antenna dyes in an ET-cascade to collect light over a broad range of a few hundred nanometers. S- Figure 3a illustrates the principle of this ET-cascade. Each dye absorbs light and energy, and transfers energy to the dye with overlapping spectral properties. At the end the oxygen indicator (PtTPTBPF) emits light with an emission centred at 770 nm.
Antenna dyes with complimentary absorbance spectra were chosen to fill the absorption gap between the Soret-band (λ max =430 nm, =212000 l mol
) and Q-bands (λ max =565 nm, =16300 l mol ε -1 cm -1 and λ max =615 nm, =146000 l mol
) of PtTPTBPF. S- Figure 3a shows the normalized absorption spectra of the individual dyes and the absorption spectra of a sensing film containing 2.2% w/w of Macrolex Red, 1% w/w of C545T, 3% w/w of Lumogen Red w/w and 0.5 % w/w of the indicator dye. The sensing film absorbs at least 90% of the excitation light in the range from 430 to 580 nm. S- Figure 3c illustrates the enhancement of brightness. Two sensing films, thereof one is employing light harvesting, are simultaneously illuminated with a Xenon lamp and imaged with CCD camera. The average intensity calculated over whole area is 2420 ± 208 and 638 ± 90 for sensing films with and without light harvesting, respectively. This equals a signal amplification of 3.8. 
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